For low-level d-c measurements
Use these new, triple-purpose
D-C INDICATING AMPLIFIERS

stabilized for zero and gain

Voltage-balance feedback (above) and current-balance feedback stabilize gain...provide virtual null balance.

SPECIALIFICATIONS

MICROVOLT UNIT
Catalog No. 9835
FULL SCALE RANGES WITH BUILT-IN 4" METERS
0 to 50 or —25 to +25 Microvolts; scale multipliers: 1,2,4,10, 20,40

MICRO-MICROAMPERE UNIT
Catalog No. 9836
0 to 1000 or —500 to +500 Micro-Amps; scale multipliers: 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000

ACCURACY
Of amplifier: ±0.4% of reading ±0.5 Microvolts; Of meter: ±1%
Of amplifier: ±0.5 to 0.8% of reading ±20 Micro-Microamps; Of meter: ±1%

STABILITY
Zero and Gain stabilized automatically. No trimmer controls required.

*SOURCE RESISTANCE
Up to 10,000 ohms.

RESPONSE TIME
2 to 3* sec.

OUTPUT
For full scale input on any range; 10 millivolts at output impedance of 500 ohms for null recorder; 1 volt for 20,000-ohm external meter.

Front panel fits standard 19" relay rack.

*Accuracy and Response Time depend on Source Resistance.

USE AS
- DIRECT-READING MICROVOLTAMETER
  OR MICRO-MICROAMMETER
- RECORDER PREAMPLIFIER
- NULL DETECTOR

These new instruments are not only D-C Indicating Amplifiers but are stable, accurate measuring instruments as well. You can use them in measurements with thermocouples, strain gages, bolometers...bridge and potentiometer circuits...ionization, leakage, and phototube currents...almost any measurement of extremely small direct current or voltage.

Through a combination of a-c amplification and unique balanced feedback network, zero and gain stability are designed right into the instrument. Trimmer controls are designed out—eliminated.

Actually three instruments in one, these amplifiers can be used as—
Direct-reading instruments...At the turn of a scale-multiplier knob, you simply select the range in which you want to work.

Recorder preamplifiers...with broad flexibility. For instance, one or two degrees temperature difference can be spread across an entire Speedomax recorder scale.

Null detectors...more sensitive than most reflecting galvanometers, yet with full scale response time of only 2 to 3 seconds. Leveling is unnecessary. There's no worry about shock or vibration. At the turn of a range knob, you have available a wide choice of sensitivities. External shunts are not required. And when using non-linear response, not only does the instrument stay on scale at extreme unbalance; sensitivity increases automatically as the null point is approached.

For details, write to us at 4926 Stenton Ave., Phila. 44, Pa.
No commonly available material matches perfectly all the specifications for analytical balance weights. Permas* was developed especially to conform to specifications prescribed by the Fisher Development Laboratory. Permas is the only metal specifically compounded for analytical weights, and it contains more than 50% non-ferrous material.

**Permas Weights are manufactured** exclusively by the Fisher Scientific Company and Eimer & Amend. They are adjusted to tolerances well within the range required by the National Bureau of Standards.

**Permas Weights are harder.** The surface resists abrasive action better than brass, bronze, gold, platinum, or any plating used on analytical weights.

*Permas—permanent mass—is a coined word, registered in the U. S. Patent Office, and is pronounced per'-mass.

**Permas Weights are non-magnetic.** They will not attract metallic particles and they are not affected by the damping magnets frequently used in analytical balances.

**Permas Weights are corrosion resistant.** They are not altered by the corrosive fumes often encountered in the laboratory.

**Permas Weights are not lacquered or plated.** They do not have the disadvantage of taking up moisture as all lacquered surfaces do.

**Permas Weights are machined,** by tungsten carbide tools, from rolled bar stock and polished to a permanent, durable, mirror-like finish.

Write for full information on all Fisher Permas Balance Weights.

---

*The 100-gram set of Fisher Permas Weights illustrated at right is adjusted to tolerances required by the National Bureau of Standards for class "S" analytical weights. Price $52.00*
for new horizons in
Photomicrography
& scientific photography

the Orthophot

Designed for the ultimate in versatility, the new Silge & Kuhne Orthophot provides all the facilities for photomicrography (using any standard microscope), photomacrography, microprojection, photocopying, microfilming, x-ray copying, enlarging, and general laboratory and scientific photography.

Orthophot set up for photomicrography with standard microscope. Built-in, permanently-aligned light source with complete color and intensity controls. Precision reflex camera has split-micron focusing device.

Orthophot converted for photomacrography. Adjustable macro-stand replaces microscope. Same highly-controllable illumination and split-micron focusing used.

Orthophot into precision photoenlarger. Quick, needle-sharp focusing with illuminated target on table and using reflex mirror.

Accessory units not shown include microprojection viewer with 8- by 8-in. vertical ground glass, alternative exposure meters approximately 20 and 2000 times as sensitive as standard commercial types, and bellows-extension adapters to increase magnification or establish fixed ratios.

This versatile equipment is supplied either in complete assemblies or in separate sections to coordinate with existing laboratory facilities. Write for descriptive data.

See this equipment at
the San Francisco
Convention Booth
N-35

Silge & Kuhne
153 Kearny St.  San Francisco 8, Calif.
Specialists in Microscopic and Photomicrographic Equipment
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For analytical purposes, proteins, viruses, polymers, and other colloids can be subjected to any value up to 260,000 g in the new Spinco Ultra-centrifuge. Preparative operations can be carried to 225,000 g. Rotors illustrated incorporate many advances in cell and tube construction and design. In analytical rotor, left, specimens can be observed and photographed. Ask for full details.

YOUR CALIBRATED GLASSWARE INTACT AFTER WASHING
... with ALCONOX
the accepted fast-acting Cleanser

The ideal cleaner for laboratory equipment filters, flasks, hypo needles, slides, cover glasses, pipettes, graduates, test tubes, and other instruments and equipment. You save time and labor with ALCONOX. For with it, you simply wash and rinse. There's no film or streaks left. Economical too, a spoonful makes a gallon.

SEND FOR—Free literature and sample
Dept. S6
ALCONOX, INC.
61 Cornelison Ave.
Jersey City 4, N. J.

ALCONOX cleans better
ALCONOX cleans quicker

MICROPHOTOMETER

FOR DETERMINING EXPOSURE TIME
IN PHOTO-MICROGRAPHY

- removal from microscope unnecessary
- adaptable to any standard microscope
- readings are conveniently taken by moving a lever

Price $110.00

Write for pamphlet S-3
PAUL ROSENTHAL
505 Fifth Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.
Microscopes & Scientific Apparatus
Visible—Audible—Quantitative indications are made possible by neon-bulb flashes, loud-speaker clicks, and a calibrated meter which counts up to 2500 per minute. A Geiger tube detects gamma and high energy beta rays, and a selector switch for the meter permits indication of either voltage across Geiger tube or counting rate. Lead 210 and Cobalt 60 sources are furnished together with an excellent set of detailed instructions for several laboratory exercises.

No. 71230 Cenco Radioactivity Demonstrator $112.50
One Stopcock Controls All Action

MACHLETT Auto-Burettes and Pipettes

The truly automatic action of Machlett Auto-Burettes and Auto-Pipettes provides fast and accurate dispensing of solutions. Dispensing stopcocks are precision ground to eliminate grooves that might collect lubricant and contaminate solutions. The air intake is amply protected by a soda lime chamber. Machlett Auto-Burettes and Pipettes are made to Bureau of Standards specifications, in the sizes listed below and to special sizes. Furnished in amberized glass at a slight increase in price.

71-645 Pipettes, Machlett Automatic, Pyrex, gravity filling with support.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pipette capacity, ml</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>25</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reservoir cap., ml.</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each</td>
<td>$20.50</td>
<td>21.50</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>24.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8-566 Burettes, Machlett Automatic, Pyrex, gravity filling, with support.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capacity, ml.</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>25</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subdivisions, ml.</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservoir cap., ml.</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each</td>
<td>$22.50</td>
<td>23.75</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>27.00</td>
<td>28.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Write for Bulletin A-B

E. MACHLETT & SON
ESTABLISHED 1897

Laboratory APPARATUS · SUPPLIES · CHEMICALS
220 East 23rd Street · New York 10, N.Y.

PREFERRED by —

- scientists
- laboratories
- teachers
- students
- physicians

LINDLY microscope LAMP

SIMPLY ROTATE LENS for Variable light intensity

Because this universal all-purpose lamp for laboratory and research gives maximum efficiency at a budget price.

- 10% discount in lots of 5 or more

LINDLY & COMPANY
80 Herricks Rd., Mineola, N.Y.

For MEASUREMENT of SKIN RESISTANCE

Garcean RECORDING PSYCHOGALVANOMETER

- For the study of the psychogalvanic reflex and skin resistance. The instrument is direct-reading and gives a written record of the reaction of the patient. Price—$595.00

Garcean CLINICAL DERMOMETER

For clinical and experimental investigation of disorders involving sympathetic reaction, such as pain reflexes. In the psychological laboratory, the instrument has a well-known application as a so-called "lie detector". Resistance is read directly from a calibrated dial. Small variations, greatly magnified, are shown on the meter. Battery operated. Price—$93.50

ELECTRO-MEDICAL LABORATORY, INC.
HOLLISTON, MASSACHUSETTS, U.S.A.
Pioneer manufacturers of the electroencephalograph

At your Dealer or write Dept. 53
Send for FREE Brochure
Large Capacity Centrifuges

Designed for large capacity centrifuging in the Chemical, Biological and Pharmaceutical industries, or wherever a batch type Centrifuge is required to handle large volumes of material in bottles or sealed containers. Several Models are available according to capacity requirements.

**Model 13L** - Spins 10 one liter bottles at 2300 r.p.m. (2280xg.) — or 10 1.3 liter spun aluminium containers at the same speed. A water-cooled enclosing guard and wind shielded head minimize heating of contents during centrifuging.

**Model FS** - Spins 4 one liter bottles or six half-liter bottles at 2500 r.p.m. (2000xg.). Adapters are available for smaller tubes and bottles. Perforated basket style heads are also available 14" in diameter x 6½" deep in manganese bronze and stainless steel, speed 2500 r.p.m. (1250xg.). This Centrifuge can be furnished with explosion-proof motor and mechanical speed controller for hazardous locations.

**Model SR-3** - Identical in speed and capacity to Model FS listed above, but refrigerated, so that controlled temperatures to 0° C or lower may be maintained within the Centrifuge guard during the centrifuging process.

*Note: A smaller capacity, higher speed Refrigerated Centrifuge, Model PR-1, is also available.*

Prompt delivery on all Models. Write today for descriptive Bulletins 13L, FS and RC, containing complete details and current prices.

*Makers of Fine Centrifuges for Fifty Years*

INTERNATIONAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY

1284 SOLDIERS FIELD ROAD, BOSTON 35, MASS.
A compact Taylor Comparator permits making your all-important pH, chlorine or phosphate determinations in a matter of a minute or two—simply, easily. Nine liquid color standards (a complete set for a determination) are enclosed within a molded plastic slide, thus, eliminating inconvenient, fragile single standards. Consistent accuracy is assured by an unlimited guarantee against fading on all Taylor Liquid Color Standards. Complete set is hand portable . . . low in cost.

ASK FOR THIS Free Book

Theory and application of pH, Chlorine and Phosphate control in 3½ basic industries. Gives illustrated and detailed description of all Taylor sets. Write direct for this FREE book—see your dealer for equipment.

W. A. TAYLOR AND CO.
416 RODGERS FORGE RD. • BALTIMORE 4, MD.
Histology

by ARTHUR WORTH HAM, M.B., Professor of Anatomy, in Charge of Histology, in the Faculties of Medicine and Dentistry, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada.

This new text in the science of histology reflects a sincere attempt to present the whole subject in a new, different and highly readable manner. The many illustrations are planned especially to aid in the problems of tri-dimensional visualization.

Much original work by Dr. Ham is included, such as in the material on bone and bone marrow. The material is presented with clinical applications in mind. Certain aspects of histology are emphasized as they relate to current medical trends—giving background knowledge to problems of the day.

The quality and readability of the text material, the excellence and practicality of the illustrations and the wide teaching experience of the author should quickly confirm this new publication as a textbook of authority.

NEW! 756 Pages.
445 Illustrations, (4 in color).
$10.00
So much to see! See it clearly with a binocular designed and built to give a sharp, brilliant image... a binocular which is indeed the precision scientific instrument it must be to afford such performance. If you'll compare before you buy, you'll choose the Bausch & Lomb binocular. Read the 32-page Bausch & Lomb catalog. It tells what qualities to look for, and how to choose a binocular best suited to your own use. Free on request. Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 642-Y St. Paul St., Rochester 2, N. Y.